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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
19.2. sunday 17-21h ++++ Collaboratory Presentation
20.2. monday 10-17h ++++ Selection of the works
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

After an intensive week-long workshop within the Impuls Academy, 13 selected composer/performer/sound artists present their installations/performances/interventions that were developed especially for the esc. These works(-in-progress) are the result of daily communal feedback sessions and dialogues, the sharing of ideas, energy, inspiration and infrastructure between all participants and are shown in a jointly curated evening.

In a world, where the most important challenges are experienced on a global scale (ecological threats, economic models, nuclear proliferation, terrorism, ...), collaboration is of crucial importance, on all levels of human interactions.

Guests: Manuela Villiger, Vera Wahl.

Coached by Stefan Prins.

free admission

Co-funded by the Creative Europe Programme of the European Union